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In practice, however, this is often unrealistic because in many
applications we might encounter new types of agents after deployment. In particular, our work is inspired by applications like virtual
assistants where an AI agent has to cooperate with other agents
(i.e., users) of previously unobserved behavior after deployment.
In this application setting, an AI agent that does not account for
the user’s preferences and behavior typically degrades the utility
for the human users [2, 11, 12, 38, 42]. However, accounting for
the user’s characteristics is challenging because the AI agent needs
to (a) infer information about the interacting user and (b) be able
to interact efficiently with a large number of different users, each
possibly showing different behavior. In particular, during development of an AI agent, it is often only possible to interact with a
limited number of users and the AI agent needs to generalize to new
types of users after deployment. These challenges resemble those in
multi-agent reinforcement learning settings in which an AI agent
faces unknown agents at test time [10] (including human-agent
and agent-agent scenarios).
In this paper, we study the problem of designing AI agents that
can robustly cooperate with agents of unknown type after deployment. More specifically, we consider a setting in which the AI
agent only has access to the reward information during its development while no (explicit) reward information is available once
the agent is deployed. This setting appears naturally when it is
difficult/expensive/disruptive to supply or compute reward information while a multi-agent system is in use, as for instance in our
motivating application of a virtual assistant. As shown in this paper, an AI agent can only achieve high utility in this setting if it
is adaptive to its user while a non-adaptive AI agent can perform
arbitrarily bad. We propose an algorithmic framework for designing robust adaptive policies for our considered setting and derive
two such policies—one of the policy comes with strong theoretical robustness guarantees at test time, while the other is inspired
by recent deep-learning approaches for RL and is easier to scale
to larger problems. Both policies build upon inferring the user’s
properties by observing their actions and leverage these inferences
to act robustly.
Another way of approaching the studied problem is within a
POMDP framework in which the other agent’s behavior is characterized by a latent unobserved feature of the state [8, 16]. In
contrast to these POMDP based approaches, we decouple inference
about the agent and action selection which makes the problem
more amenable for theoretical analysis and allows us to derive rigorous performance guarantees. Our approach is also related to ideas
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1

INTRODUCTION

An increasing number of multi-agent systems are used in applications like autonomous driving [14, 31, 43], gaming [39], and energy distribution [26]. In these applications, the agents have to
cooperate and show mutual awareness to achieve optimal performance [2, 11, 42]. Commonly such applications are approached by
jointly training policies for all deployed agents [28]. Hence from
the perspective of any particular agent, the set of other agents it
might encounter is fixed or known a priori and each agent can thus
account for the other agents’ preferences and behaviour.
Proc. of the 19th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems
(AAMAS 2020), B. An, N. Yorke-Smith, A. El Fallah Seghrouchni, G. Sukthankar (eds.), May
9–13, 2020, Auckland, New Zealand. © 2020 International Foundation for Autonomous
Agents and Multiagent Systems (www.ifaamas.org). All rights reserved.
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• Training (development) phase. During development, our
learning algorithm can interact with a limited number of
different MDPs M(θ ) for θ ∈ Θtrain ⊆ Θ: here, agent I can
observe rewards as well as agent U’s actions needed for
learning purposes.
• Test (deployment) phase. After deployment, our learning
algorithm interacts with a parameterized MDP as described
above for unknown θ test ∈ Θ: here, agent I only observes
agent U’s actions but not rewards.

of multi-task, meta-learning, and generalization in reinforcement
learning [4]. However, most of these approaches require access to
reward information at test time and rarely offer theoretical guarantees for robustness (a thorough discussion of related work is
presented in Section 7).
In the following, we highlight our main contributions:
• We provide a generic framework for designing robust policies for interacting with agents with unknown behavior.
Our framework is amenable for theoretical analysis allowing
us to prove rigorous robustness guarantees for algorithms
building on our framework (Section 3).
• We propose two concrete algorithms according to our framework: AdaptPool which pre-computes a set of best-response
policies and executes them adaptively based on inferences of
the other agent’s type; and AdaptDQN which implements
adaptive policies by a neural network in combination with
an inference module (Sections 4 and 5).
• We empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach when facing unknown agents in a cooperative gathering game environment (Section 6).

2

2.2

τ =1

where the expectation is over the stochasticity of policy π and the
transition dynamics Tθ . Here sτ is the state at time τ ; for τ = 1, sτ
comes from the distribution D0 .

THE PROBLEM SETUP

For known θ . When the underlying parameter θ is known, the
task of finding the best response policy of agent I reduces to the
following:

We formalize the problem of designing an AI agent that can robustly
cooperate with another agent of unknown type in a reinforcement
learning (RL) framework. The two agents are hereafter referred
to as agent U and agent I: here, agent I represents the AI agent
whereas agent U could be another AI agent or a human user. Our
goal is to develop a learning algorithm for agent I that leads to
high utility even in cases when the behavior of agent U and its
committed policy is unknown.

2.1

Utility of agent I

Let us denote the set of stationary Markov policies as Π = {π |
π : S × A → [0, 1]}. Then, for a fixed policy π ∈ Π of agent I, we
define its total expected reward in the MDP M(θ ) as follows:
"∞
#
Õ
τ −1
Jθ (π ) = E
γ
Rθ (sτ , aτ ) | D0,Tθ , π ,
(1)

πθ∗ = arg max Jθ (π ).

(2)

π ∈Π

For unknown θ . However, when the underlying parameter θ ∈ Θ
is unknown1 , we define the best response (in a minmax sense)
policy π ∈ Π of agent I as:


πΘ∗ = arg min max Jθ (πθ∗ ) − Jθ (π ) .
(3)

The setting

We model the preferences and induced behavior of agent U via a
parametric space Θ. From agent I’s perspective, each θ ∈ Θ leads
to a parameterized MDP M(θ ) := (S, A,Tθ , Rθ , γ , D0 ) consisting of
the following:

π ∈Π

θ ∈Θ

Clearly,
≥ 0 ∀θ ∈ Θ. In general, this gap can be
arbitrarily large, as formally stated in the following proposition.
Jθ (πθ∗ ) − Jθ (πΘ∗ )

• a set of states S, with s ∈ S denoting a generic state.
• a set of actions A, with a ∈ A denoting a generic action of
agent I.
• a transition kernel parameterized by θ asTθ (s ′ | s, a), which is
a tensor with indices defined by the current state s, the agent
I’s action a, and the next state s ′ . In particular, Tθ (s ′ | s, a) =
Ea U [T U,I (s ′ | s, a, a U )], where a U ∼ πθU (· | s) is sampled from
agent U’s policy in state s. That is, Tθ (s ′ | s, a) corresponds
to the transition dynamics derived from a two-agent MDP
with transition dynamics T U,I and agent U’s policy πθU .
• a reward function parameterized by θ as Rθ : S × A →
[0, r max ] for r max > 0. This captures the preferences of agent
U that agent I should account for.
• a discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1) weighing short-term rewards
against long-term rewards.
• an initial state distribution D0 over S.

Proposition 2.1. There exists a problem instance where the performance of agent I can be arbitrarily worse when
 agent U’s type

θ test is unknown. In other words, the gap maxθ ∈Θ Jθ (πθ∗ ) − Jθ (π Θ∗ )
is arbitrarily high.

The proof is available in the longer version of the paper. The
proof of the above proposition is given via explicit construction of
an example. Proposition 2.1 shows that the performance of agent
I can be arbitrarily bad when it doesn’t know θ test and is restricted
to execute a fixed stationary Markov policy. In the next section, we
present an algorithmic framework for designing robust policies for
agent I for unknown θ test .

3

DESIGNING ROBUST POLICIES

In this section, we introduce our algorithmic framework for designing robust policies for the AI agent I.

Our goal is to develop a learning algorithm that achieves high
utility even in cases when θ is unknown. In line with the motivating
applications discussed above, we consider the following two phases:

1 Here,

we assume that the parametric forms of Tθ and R θ in the MDP M(θ ) are
known to the agent I, but θ itself is unknown.
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Framework 1 Algorithmic framework for robust policies
1:
2:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

3.1

3.2

Q.1 Independent of the specific procedures used for Training
and Inference, the first question to tackle is the following:
When agent U’s true type is θ test and agent I uses a best
response policy for π ∗ˆ such that ||θ test − θˆ || ≤ ϵ, what are the
θ
performance guarantees on the total utility achieved by agent
I? (see Theorem 3.1).
Q.2 Regarding Training procedure: When agent U’s type is θ test
and the inference procedure outputs θˆ such that ||θ test − θˆ || ≤
ϵ, what is the performance of policy ψ ? (see Section 4).
Q.3 Regarding Inference procedure: When agent U’s type is θ test ,
can we infer θˆ such that either ||θ test − θˆ || is small, or agent
U’s policies π Uˆ and πθUtest are approximately equivalent? (see
θ
Section 5).

Test phase
Input: adaptive policy ψ
O 0 ← ()
for t = 1, 2, . . . do
Observe current state st
Estimate U’s type as θ t ← Inference(O t −1 )
Take action at ∼ ψ (· | st , θ t )
Observe U’s action atU ; O t ← O t −1 ⊕ (st , atU )
end for

Algorithmic framework

Our approach relies on observing the behavior (i.e., actions taken)
to make inferences about the agent U’s type θ and adapting agent I’s
policy accordingly to facilitate efficient cooperation. This is inspired
by how people make decisions in uncertain situations (e.g., ability
to safely drive a car even if the other driver on the road is driving
aggressively). The key intuition is that at test time, the agent I can
observe agent U’s actions which are taken as a U ∼ πθU (· | s) when in
state s to infer θ , and in turn use this additional information to make
an improved decision on which actions to take. More formally, we
define the observation history available at the beginning of timestep
t as O t −1 = (sτ , aτU )τ =1,...,t −1 and use it to infer the type of agent
U and act appropriately.
In particular, we will make use of an Inference procedure (see
Section 5). Given O t −1 , this procedure returns an estimate of the
type of agent U at time t given by θ t ∈ Θ. Then, we consider
stochastic policies of the form ψ : S × A × Θ → [0, 1]. The space of
these policies is given by Ψ = {ψ | ψ : S × A × Θ → [0, 1]}. For a
fixed policy ψ ∈ Ψ of agent I, we define its total expected reward
in the MDP M(θ ) as follows:

Jθ (ψ ) = E

"∞
Õ

3.2.1 Smoothness properties. For addressing Q.1, we introduce
a number of properties characterizing our problem setting. These
properties are essentially smoothness conditions on MDPs that
enable us to make statements about the following intermediate
issue: For two types θ, θ ′ , how “similar" are the corresponding
MDPs M(θ ), M(θ ′ ) from agent I’s point of view?
The first property characterizes the smoothness of rewards for
agent I w.r.t. parameter θ . Formally, the parametric MDP M(θ ) is
α-smooth with respect to the rewards if for any θ and θ ′ we have
max |Rθ (s, a) − Rθ ′ (s, a)| ≤ α · r max · ||θ − θ ′ ||2

s ∈S ,a ∈A

γ

τ =1

Rθ (sτ , aτ ) | D0,Tθ ,ψ .

s ∈S

(4)

At any time t, we have at ∼ ψ (· | st , θ t ) and O t −1 = (sτ , aτU )τ =1,...,t −1
is generated according to aτU ∼ πθU (· | sτ ).
We seek to find the policy for agent I given by the following
optimization problem:


min max Jθ (πθ∗ ) − Jθ (ψ )

ψ ∈Ψ θ ∈Θ

(6)

The second property characterizes the smoothness of policies
for agent U w.r.t. parameter θ ; this in turn implies that the MDP’s
transition dynamics as perceived by agent I are smooth. Formally,
the parametric MDP M(θ ) is β-smooth in the behavior of agent U
if for any θ and θ ′ we have

max KL πθU (. | s); πθU′ (. | s) ≤ β · ||θ − θ ′ ||2 .
(7)

#
τ −1

Performance analysis

We begin by specifying three technical questions that are important
to gain theoretical insights into the robustness of the proposed
framework:

Training phase
Input: parameter space Θtrain
adaptive policy ψ ← Training(Θtrain )

(5)

For instance, one setting where this property holds naturally is
when πθU is a soft Bellman policy computed w.r.t. a reward function
for agent U which is smooth in θ [17, 46].
The third property is a notion of influence as introduced by
Dimitrakakis et al. [5]: This notion captures how much one agent
can affect the probability distribution of the next state with her
actions as perceived by the second agent. Formally, we capture the
influence of agent U on agent I as follows:

IU := max max T U,I (. | s, a, b) − T U,I (. | s, a, b ′ ) , (8)
s ∈S

a,b,b ′

1

where a represents the action of agent I , b, b ′ represents two distinct
actions of agent U, and T U,I is the transition dynamics of the twoagent MDP (see Section 2.1). Note that IU ∈ [0, 1] and this allows us
to do fine-grained performance analysis: for instance, when IU = 0,
then agent U doesn’t affect the transition dynamics as perceived by
agent I and we can expect to have better performance for agent I.

In the next two sections, we will design algorithms to optimize
the objective in Equation (5) following the framework outlined
in Framework 1. In particular, we will discuss two possible architectures for policy ψ and corresponding Training procedures in
Section 4. Then, in Section 5, we describe ways to implement the
Inference procedure for inferring agent U’s type using observed
actions. Below, we provide theoretical insights into the robustness
of the proposed algorithmic framework.

3.2.2 Guarantees. Putting this together, we can provide the
following guarantees as an answer for Q.1:
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(a) Test phase in Framework 1 with policy ψ trained using
AdaptPool procedure.

(b) Test phase in Framework 1 with policy ψ trained using
AdaptDQN procedure.

Figure 1: Two different instantiations of Framework 1 with the adaptive policy ψ trained using procedures AdaptPool and
AdaptDQN. (a) AdaptPool trains a set of best response policies {πθ∗ | θ ∈ Θtrain }. In the test phase at time step t with θ t as
the output of Inference, the action at is sampled from a distribution π ∗ (· | st ) where θˆt is the nearest match for θ t in the set
θˆt

Θtrain . (b) AdaptDQN trains one deep Q-Network (DQN) with an augmented state space given by (s, θ ). At time t, with θ t as the
output of Inference, the DQN network is given as input a tuple (st , θ t ) and the network outputs an action at .
Theorem 3.1. Let θ test ∈ Θ be the type of agent U at test time and
agent I uses a policy π ∗ˆ such that ||θ test − θˆ ||2 ≤ ϵ. The parameters
θ
(α, β, IU ) characterize the smoothness as defined above. Then, the
total reward achieved by agent I satisfies the following guarantee:
p
ϵ · α · r max IU · 2 · β · ϵ · r max
Jθ test (π ∗ˆ ) ≥ Jθ test (πθ∗ test ) −
−
θ
1 −γ
(1 − γ )2
The proof of the theorem is provided in the longer version of the
paper. The proof builds up on the theory of approximate equivalence
of MDPs by Even-Dar and Mansour [6]. In the next two sections,
we provide specific instantiations of Training and Inference
procedures.

4

AdaptPool enjoys strong performance guarantees. In particular,
choosing Θtrain as a sufficiently fine ϵ ′ -cover of the parameter
space Θ, ensures that for any θ test ∈ Θ, that we might encounter
at test time, we have considered a sufficiently similar agent U
during training and hence can execute a best response policy which
achieves good performance.
Corollary 4.1. Let Θtrain be an ϵ ′ -cover for Θ, i.e., for all θ ∈
Θ, ∃θ ′ ∈ Θtrain s.t. ||θ − θ ′ ||2 ≤ ϵ ′ . Let θ test ∈ Θ be the type of agent
U and the Inference procedure outputs θ t such that ||θ t − θ test ||2 ≤
ϵ ′′ . Let ϵ := ϵ ′ + ϵ ′′ . Then, at time t, the policy π ∗ˆ used by agent
θt

I has the following guarantees:
Jθ test (π ∗ˆ )
θt

TRAINING PROCEDURES

In this section, we present two procedures to train adaptive policies
ψ (see Training in Framework 1).

4.1

p
ϵ · α · r max IU · 2 · β · ϵ · r max
−
1 −γ
(1 − γ )2

Corollary 4.1 follows from the result of Theorem 3.1 given that
the pool of policies trained by AdaptPool is sufficiently rich. Note
that the accuracy ϵ ′′ of Inference would typically improve over
time and hence the performance of the algorithm is expected to
improve over time in practice, see Section 6.3. Building on the idea
of AdaptPool, next we provide a more practical implementation
of the training procedure which does not require to maintain an
explicit pool of best response policies and therefore is easier to scale
to larger problems.

Training procedure AdaptPool

The basic idea of AdaptPool is to maintain a pool Pool of best
response policies for I and, in the test phase, switch between these
policies based on inference of the type θ test .
4.1.1 Policy architecture of AdaptPool. The adaptive pool based
policy ψ consists of a pool (Pool) of best response policies corresponding to different possible agent U’s types θ , and a nearestneighbor policy selection mechanism. In particular, when invoking AdaptPool for state st and inferred agent U’s type θ t , the
policy first identifies the most similar agent U in Pool, i.e., θˆt =
arg minθ ∈Θtrain ∥θ −θ t ∥, and then executes an action at ∼ π ∗ˆ (· | st )
using the best response policy π ∗ˆ .

≥

Jθ test (πθ∗ test ) −

4.2

Training procedure AdaptDQN

AdaptDQN builds on the ideas of AdaptPool: Here, instead of
explicitly maintaining a pool of best response policies for agent
I, we have a policy network trained on an augmented state space
S × Θ. This policy network resembles a Deep Q-Network (DQN)
architecture [20], but operates on an augmented state space and
takes as input a tuple (s, θ ). A similar architecture was used by
Hessel et al. [13], where one policy network was trained to play
57 Atari games, and the state space was augmented with the index
of the game. In the test phase, agent I selects actions given by this
policy network.

θt

θt

4.1.2 Training process. During training we compute a pool of
best response policies Pool for a set of possible agent U’s types
Θtrain , see Algorithm 1.
4.1.3 Guarantees. It turns out that if the set of possible agent U’s
types Θtrain is chosen appropriately, Framework 1 instantiated with
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Algorithm 1 AdaptPool: Training
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Algorithm 2 AdaptDQN: Training

Θtrain

Input: Parameter space
Pool ← {}
for each θ iter ∈ Θtrain do
πθ∗ iter ← best response policy for MDP M(θ iter )

1:
2:
3:
4:

Pool ← Pool ∪ {(θ iter, πθ∗ iter )}
end for
return Pool

5:
6:
7:

4.2.1 Policy architecture of AdaptDQN. The adaptive policy ψ
consists of a neural network trained on an augmented state space
S × Θ. In particular, when invoking AdaptDQN for state st and
inferred agent U’s type θ t , we use the augmented state space (st , θ t )
as input to the neural network. The output layer of the network
computes the Q-values of all possible actions corresponding to the
augmented input state. Agent I selects the action with the maximum
Q-value.

8:
9:

π∗

Q θ iter ← Q-values for policy πθ∗ iter in MDP M(θ iter )
Train ψ for one episode:
(i) by augmenting the state space with θ iter
(ii) by using target Q-values Q
end while
return ψ

π ∗ iter
θ

We can also do inference based on ideas of inverse reinforcement
learning (IRL) where the observation history O t −1 serves the purpose of demonstrations [1, 46]. This is particularly suitable when
the parameter θ exactly corresponds to the rewards used by agent
U when computing its policy πθU . In fact, this is the approach that
we follow for our inference module in the experiments, and in particular, we employ the popular IRL algorithm, namely Maximum
Causal Entropy (MCE) IRL algorithm [46]. We refer the reader to
Section 6.2 for more details.

4.2.2 Training process. Here, we provide a description of how
we train the policy network using the augmented state space, see
Algorithm 2. During one iteration of training the policy network,
we first sample a parameter θ iter ∼ Θtrain . We then obtain the
optimal best response policy πθ∗ iter of agent I for the MDP M(θ iter ).
We compute the vector of all Q-values corresponding to this policy,

6

π∗

i.e., Q(s, a) ∀s ∈ S, a ∈ A (represented by Q θ iter in Algorithm 2),
using the standard Bellman equations [36]. In our setting, we use
these pre-computed Q-values to serve as the target values for the
associated parameter θ iter for training the policy network. The loss
function used for training is the standard squared error loss between
the target Q-values computed using the procedure described above
and those given by the network under training. The gradient of this
loss function is used for back-propagation through the network.
Multiple such iterations are carried out during training, until a
convergence criteria is met. For more details on Deep Q-Networks,
we refer the reader to [20].

5

Input: Parameter space Θtrain
ψ ← Init. policy network on augmented state space
while convergence criteria is not met do
sample θ iter ∼ Uniform(Θtrain )
πθ∗ iter ← best response policy for MDP M(θ iter )

EXPERIMENTS

Below, we provide details of the environment, the experimental
setup, and then discuss results.

6.1

Environment details

We evaluate the performance on a gathering game environment,
a variant of the environments considered by Leibo et al. [18] and
Raileanu et al. [27], see Figure 2. There are two agents and the
objective is to maximize the total reward by collecting fruits while
avoiding collisions. Agent U is assisted by agent I in achieving this
objective. The environment has a 5x5 grid space resulting in 25 grid
cells and the state space is determined by the joint location of agent
U and agent I (i.e., |S | = 25 × 25). Actions are given by A ={‘step up’,
‘step left’, ‘step down’, ‘step right’, ‘stay’}. Each action is executed
successfully with 0.8 probability; with random move probability of
0.2, the agent is randomly placed in one of the four neighboring
cells located in vertical or horizontal positions. Two types of fruit
objects are placed in two fixed grid cells (shown by ‘shaded blue’
and ‘blue’ cells). The rewards associated with these two fruit types
are given by the parameter vector θ ∈ Θ where Θ := [−1, +1]2 . In
our environment, the location of these two fruit types is fixed and
fruits do not disappear (i.e., there is an unlimited supply of each
fruit type in their respective locations). The discount factor γ is
set to 0.99, and the initial state distribution D 0 corresponds to the
agents starting in two corners.
For any fixed θ , agent U’s policy πθU is computed first by ignoring the presence of agent I—this is in line with our motivating
applications where agent U could be a human agent with a policy agnostic to agent I. In order to compute agent U’s policy πθU ,
we consider agent U operating in a single-agent MDP denoted as
M U (θ ) = (S U, A, RθU,T U, γ , D 0U ) where (i) s ∈ S U corresponds to
the location of agent U in the grid-space, (ii) the action space is the

INFERENCE PROCEDURE

In the test phase, the inference of agent U’s type θ test from an
observation history O t −1 is a key component of our framework,
and crucial for facilitating efficient collaboration. Concretely, Theorem 3.1 implies that a best response policy π ∗ˆ also achieves good
θ
performance for agent U with true parameter θ test if ||θˆ − θ test || is
small and MDP M(θ ) is smooth w.r.t. parameter θ as described in
Section 3.2.
There are several different approaches that one can consider for
inference, depending on the application setting. For instance, we
can use probabilistic approaches as proposed in the work of Everett
and Roberts [7] where a pool of agent U’s policies πθU ∀ θ ∈ Θ is
maintained and inference is done at run time via simple probabilistic
methods. Based on the work by Grover et al. [10], we can also
maintain a more compact representation of agent U’s policies and
then apply probabilistic methods on this representation. Yet another
approach is to consider meta-learning based approaches to build
models of the encountered agents [24].
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𝕀
(a) θ = [+1, +0.5]

-0.5

+1

-1

𝕀

-0.5

𝕀

(b) θ = [−1, +0.8]

(c) θ = [+1, −1]

𝕀
(d) θ = [−0.5, −0.5]

Figure 2: We evaluate the performance on a gathering game environment, see Section 6.1 for details. The above four illustrations correspond to four different θ parameters, highlighting agent U’s policy πθU and the best response policy πθ∗ for agent I.
same as described above, (iii) the reward function RθU corresponds
to rewards associated with two fruit types given by θ , (iv) T U corresponds to transition dynamics of agent U alone in the environment,
(v) discount factor γ = 0.99, and (vi) D 0U corresponds to agent
U starting in the upper-left corner. Given M U (θ ), we compute πθU
as a soft Bellman policy which is suitable to capture near-optimal
and stochastic agent behaviour in applications [46].
From agent I’s point of view, each θ gives rise to a parametric
MDP M(θ ) in which agent I is operating in the game along with
the corresponding agent U. Transition dynamics Tθ in M(θ ) are
obtained by marginalizing out the effect of agent U’s policy πθU .
Reward function Rθ in M(θ ) corresponds to the reward associated
with fruits which depends on θ ; in addition to collecting fruits,
agent I should avoid collision or close proximity to agent U—this is
inspired by the multi-agent path finding (MAPF) problem setting,
see [32, 33]. This is modelled by a collision cost of −5 when agent
I is in the same cell as agent U, and a proximity cost of −2 when
agent I is in one of the four neighboring cells located in vertical or
horizontal positions.
For our experiments, we consider an episodic setting where two
agents play the game repeatedly for multiple episodes enumerated
as e = 1, 2, . . .. Each episode of the game lasts for 500 steps. Now, to
translate the episode count to time steps t as used in Framework 1
(line 3), we have t = 500 × e at the end of the e th episode.

6.2

The input to the neural network is a concatenation of the location of the 2 agents, and the parameter vector θ t , where |θ t | = 2
(this corresponds to the augmented state space described in Section 4.2). The location of each agent is represented as a one-hot
encoding of a vector of length 25 corresponding to the number of
grid cells Hence the length of the input vector to the neural network is 25 × 2 + 2 (= 52). During training, the agent I implemented
epsilon-greedy exploratory policies (with exploration rate decaying
linearly over training iterations from 1.0 to 0.01). Training lasted
for about 50 million iterations.
Our inference module is based on the MCE-IRL approach [46] to
infer θ test by observing actions taken by agent U’s policy. Note that,
we are using MCE-IRL to infer the reward function parameters θ test
used by agent U for computing its policy in the MDP M U (θ test ) (see
Section 6.1). At the beginning, the inference module is initialized
with θ 0 = [0, 0], and its output at time t given by θ t is based on
history O t −1 . In particular, we implemented a sequential variant of
MCE-IRL algorithm which updates the estimate θ t only at the end
of every episode e using stochastic gradient descent with learning
rate η = 0.001. We refer the reader to [46] for details on the original
MCE-IRL algorithm and to [17] for the sequential variant.

6.3

Results

We evaluate the performance of our algorithms on 441 different
θ test obtained by a 0.1 level discretization of the 2-D parametric
space Θ := [−1, +1]2 . For a given θ test , the results were averaged
over 10 runs.

Experimental setup

6.2.1 Baselines and implementation details. We use three baselines to compare the performance of our algorithms: (i) Rand corresponds to picking a random θ ∈ Θ and using best response
policy πθ∗ , (ii) FixedMM corresponds to the fixed best response (in
a minmax sense) policy in Eq. 3, and (iii) FixedBest is a variant of
FixedMM and corresponds to the fixed best response (in a average
sense) policy.
We implemented two variants of AdaptPool which store policies corresponding to ϵ ′ = 1 and ϵ ′ = 0.25 covers of Θ (see Corollary 4.1), denoted as AdaptPool1 and AdaptPool0.25 in Figure 3.
Next, we give specifications of the trained policy network used in
AdaptDQN. We used Θtrain to be a 0.25 level discretization of Θ.
The trained network ψ has 3 hidden layers with leaky RELU-units
(with α = 0.1) having 64, 32, and 16 hidden units respectively, and a
linear output layer with 5 units (corresponding to the size of action
set |A|) (see [20] for more details on training Deep Q-Network).

6.3.1 Worst-case and average-case performance of algorithms.
Results are shown in Figure 3. As can be seen in Figure 3a, the
worst-case performance of both AdaptDQN and AdaptPool is significantly better than that of the three baselines (FixedBest, Rand
and FixedMM), indicating robustness of our algorithmic framework.
In our experiments, the FixedMM and FixedBest baselines correspond to best response policies πθ∗ for θ = [0.1, −1] and θ = [0, −0.1]
respectively. Under both these policies, agent I’s behavior is qualitatively similar to the one shown in Figure 2c. As can be seen, under
these policies, agent I avoids both fruits and avoids any collision;
however, this does not allow agent I to assist agent U in collecting
fruits even in scenarios where fruits have positive rewards.
6.3.2 Convergence of the inference module. In Figure 3c, we
show the convergence behavior of the inference module. Here,
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Figure 3: (a) Worst-case performance of both AdaptDQN and AdaptPool is significantly better than that of the baselines,
indicating robustness of our algorithmic framework. (a, b) Two variants of AdaptPool are shown corresponding to 1-cover
and 0.25-cover. As expected, the algorithm AdaptPool0.25 with larger pool size has better performance compared to the algorithm AdaptPool1 . (c) Plot shows the convergence behavior of the inference module as more observational data is gathered:
Avg shows the average performance (averaged θ t − θ test w.r.t. different θ test ) and Worst shows the worst case performance
(maximum θ t − θ test w.r.t. different θ test ).
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Figure 4: (a, b, c, d) Heat map of the total rewards obtained by different algorithms when measured in the episode e = 1000.
(e) Heat map of the norm θ t − θ test , i.e., the gap between the estimated and true parameter θ test at the end of episode e = 1000.
The performance of the inference procedure is poor in cases when different parameter values of θ test results in agent U having
equivalent policies. However, in these cases as well, the performance of our algorithms (AdaptPool0.25 and AdaptDQN) is
significantly better than the baselines (FixedBest).
maps for each individual θ test : Heat maps either represent performance of policies (in terms of the total reward Jθ test (Alg)) or the performance of inference procedure (in terms of the norm θ t − θ test ).
These results are plotted in the episode e = 1000 (cf., Figure 3 where
the performance was plotted over time with increasing e).

Worst shows the worst case performance: As can be seen in the
Worst line, there are cases where the performance of the inference
procedure is bad, i.e., θ t − θ test is large. This usually happens
when different parameter values of θ results in agent U having
equivalent policies. In these cases, estimating the exact θ test without any additional information is difficult. In our experiments, we
noted that even if θ t − θ test is large, it is often the case that agent
U’s policies πθU and πθUtest are approximately equivalent which is
t
important for getting a good approximation of the transition dynamics Tθ test . Despite the poor performance of the inference module
in such cases, the performance of our algorithms is significantly
better than that of the baselines (as is evident in Figure 3a).

7

RELATED WORK

Modeling and inferring about other agents. The inference problem
has been considered in the literature in various forms. For instance,
Grover et al. [10] consider the problem of learning policy representations that can be used for interacting with unseen agents when
using representation-conditional policies. They also consider the
case of inferring another agent’s representation (parameters) during
test time. Macindoe et al. [19] consider planners for collaborative
domains that can take actions to learn about the intent of another
agent or hedge against its uncertainty. Nikolaidis et al. [22] cluster

6.3.3 Additional results for each individual θ test . Next, we provide additional experimental results corresponding to the algorithms’ performance for each individual θ test to gain further insights. These results are presented in Figure 4 in the form of heat
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literature on “steering” the behavior of the other agent. For example, (i) the environment design framework of Zhang et al. [44],
where one agent tries to steer the behavior of another agent by
modifying its reward function, (ii) the cooperative inverse reinforcement learning of Hadfield-Menell et al. [11], where the human uses
demonstrations to reveal a proper reward function to the AI agent,
and (iii) the advice-based interaction model [3], where the goal is to
communicate advice to a sub-optimal agent on how to act.

human users into types and aim to infer the type of new users
online, with the goal of executing the policy for that type. They
test their approach in robot-human interaction but do not provide
any theoretical analysis for their approach. Beyond reinforcement
learning, the problem of modeling and inferring about other agents
has been studied in other applications such as personalization of
web search ranking results by inferring user’s preferences based
on their online activity [35, 40, 41].
Multi-task and meta-learning. Our problem setting can be interpreted as a multi-task RL problem in which each possible type of
agent U corresponds to a different task, or as a meta-learning RL
problem in which the goal is to learn a policy that can quickly adapt
to new partners. Hessel et al. [13] study the problem of multi-task
learning in the RL setting in which a single agent has to solve multiple tasks, e.g., solve all Atari games. However, they do not consider
a separate test set to measure generalization of trained agents but
rather train and evaluate on the same tasks. Sæmundsson et al. [30]
consider the problem of meta learning for RL in the context of changing dynamics of the environment and approach it using a Gaussian
processes and a hierarchical latent variable model approach.

Dealing with non-stationary agents. The work of [7] is closely
related to ours: they design a Switching Agent Model (SAM) that
combines deep reinforcement learning with opponent modelling
to robustly switch between multiple policies. Zheng et al. [45]
also consider a similar setting of detecting non-stationarity and
reusing policies on the fly, and introduce distilled policy network
that serves as the policy library. Our algorithmic framework is
similar in spirit to these two papers, however, in our setting, the
focus is on acting optimally against an unknown agent whose
behavior is stationary and we provide theoretical guarantees on the
performance of our algorithms. Singla et al. [34] have considered
the problem of learning with experts advice where experts are not
stationary and are learning agents themselves. However, their work
is focused on designing a meta-algorithm on how to coordinate
with these experts and is technically very different from ours. A
few other recent papers have also considered repeated humanAI interaction where the human agent is non-stationary and is
evolving its behavior in response to AI agent (see [21, 25]). Prior
work also considers a learner that is aware of the presence of other
actors [9, 27].

Robust RL.. The idea of robust RL is to learn policies that are
robust to certain types of errors or mismatches. In the context of
our paper, mismatch occurs in the sense of encountering agents of
unknown types that have not been encountered at training time
and the learned policies should be robust in this situation. Pinto
et al. [23] consider training of policies in the context of a destabilizing adversary with the goal of coping with model mismatch
and data scarcity. Roy et al. [29] study the problem of RL under
model mismatch such that the learning agent cannot interact with
the actual test environment but only a reasonably close approximation. The authors develop robust model-free learning algorithms for
this setting. Similarly, approaches for domain randomization aim at
learning robust policies by creating a variety of simulated environments and training agents that work well on all of them [15, 37].
In this way, these approaches can be used for closing the reality
gap, i.e., the gap between simulation and real-world, which is for
instance often encountered in robotics due to a mismatch between
simulators and the physical reality.

8

CONCLUSIONS

Inspired by real-world applications like virtual personal assistants,
we studied the problem of designing AI agents that can robustly
cooperate with unknown agents in multi-agent scenarios. We focused on the important practical aspect that there is often a clear
distinction between the training and test phase: the explicit reward
information is only available during training but adaptation is also
needed during testing. We provided a framework for designing
adaptive policies and gave theoretical insights into its robustness.
In experiments, we demonstrated that these policies can achieve
good performance when interacting with previously unseen agents.
While we focused on collaborative tasks, we would like to point
out that our algorithms are also applicable to competitive tasks, and
most of our theoretical guarantees still hold. Another interesting
setting is when the AI agent I is dealing with a human user U with
non-stationary behavior. Our theoretical guarantees do not directly
apply in this case, however, we expect a certain degree of robustness
because our algorithms perform online inference of the type of U,
thereby allowing us to track changing behavior.

POMDP based approaches. The setting which we consider in this
paper can also be treated within a POMDP framework in which
the parameters θ represent a part of the latent state space. In such
a framework, a policy can be learned which maps beliefs about the
state of the systems to actions and inferences about θ correspond
to computing posterior probabilities. In this spirit, Fern et al. [8]
developed a decision-theoretic framework whose objective is to observe a goal-directed agent and to select assistive actions. Similarly,
Javdani et al. [16] consider the problem of providing assistance
to minimize the expected cost-to-go for an agent with unknown
goal, and proposed methods for approximately solving the involved
POMDPs which are typically intractable to solve optimally.
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